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F o r e w o r d

Why a New Study on Ruth?

iT was as a firsT year deaConess student at Concordia Seminary, 
St. Louis, that I began working on Ruth as a Bible study. I was asked to 
teach a women’s Bible study at my assigned fieldwork church. I picked 
Ruth because it was about a woman—or so I thought. I did the re-
search, wrote the study, and taught it. Things went pretty well. 

During my second year as a deaconess student, I was assigned to 
fieldwork in a federal prison, and I was again asked to present a Bible 
study. Since my classes were demanding, I went back to Ruth and ma-
terial I had already prepared. I tweaked it a bit for the women of the 
prison. They had a lot to share and offer as we studied Ruth together. 
We had lively discussions, and I gained some insights.

As I wrapped up my graduate degree, I found that I had learned 
a great deal since writing the original material. In the meantime, an 
excellent Concordia Commentary on Ruth was published, and I be-
gan reading materials for my Master of Arts exam. When I returned 
to Ruth as a deaconess intern at Trinity Lutheran Church in Elkhart, 
Indiana, I knew there was so much more to Ruth than meets the eye 
at first, second, and even third glance. I rewrote my Bible study again 
and shared it with the Monday Mornings for Moms group. Even now, 
as I turn what was a Bible study outline into a real book, I am learning 
more, tweaking more, and being formed more by Ruth, because that is 
what Scripture does. It constantly renews, forms, enlightens, and espe-
cially evangelizes (that is, does the Gospel to us) no matter how many 
times we read the same passage.

A lot of studies of the Book of Ruth, including my own first at-
tempts, are stuck in the quagmire of sentimental feelings about Ruth’s 
words to Naomi in chapter 1 (“Where you go I will go, and where you 
lodge I will lodge”). Those words are used in marriage ceremonies, and 
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while this is a fine use, it can lead to sentimentalizing and separating 
them from the context in which they were spoken. People worry over 
the nighttime visit scene in chapter 3, and scandalous or silly things are 
written about it. Some studies miss the mark because they either look 
at how we should be like Ruth or hijack the Book of Ruth into a chance 
to know more about how to be a “good Christian woman.” 

So, why a new study on Ruth? Because it has so much more to say 
than you or I may have thought. Because Yahweh has so much more 
to say through Ruth. Ruth isn’t about you. It isn’t about me. It isn’t 
about how to be a better woman or about marriage relationships. 

I hope that as you read this book, you will also be formed, renewed, 
enlightened, and evangelized, no matter how many times you’ve read 
the Book of Ruth in the past. Hopefully, this Bible study will point 
you to the deeper truths embedded in the historical narrative of Ruth’s 
life, truths that reveal how God in Christ loves you and cares for you. I 
also hope that the amazing intricacy of God’s Word, its literary prow-
ess, and its connections would make you stop and say, “Wow!” So that 
you can have more “wow” moments in all of your reading, I wrote the 
study in a way that should allow you to gain further tools for reading. 

To that end, I’ve chosen not just to share with you what the Book 
of Ruth says, but how it says it, from literary technique to closer looks 
at the Hebrew language. While I do quote mainly from the English 
Standard Version (ESV), I also at times refer to my own translations 
of Ruth. This is because, while the ESV does one of the most effec-
tive jobs of translating the Hebrew and Greek of the Bible, sometimes 
the language has more depth than can be understood from one Eng-
lish word. Therefore, at times I mention other ways of understanding 
certain words to offer a bigger picture of what the Hebrew language is 
conveying. I hope that you also find this to be helpful and interesting. 
In the end, I pray that you will walk away understanding more about 
how to read the Bible for all it is worth, and—most of all—I want you 
to walk away knowing what the Book of Ruth is really all about.

Ruth is about Jesus. It’s about God. It’s about salvation. Oh yes, 
this little book is bigger than you thought.
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K e y  T e r m s  a n d  C o n C e p T s

AnAlogicAl ProPhecy: Analogical prophecy prophesies 
about Christ by way of analogy. An analogy is a comparison of two 
things with similar features that shows how the two things are related. 
In analogical prophecy, two events (or items) are compared, and the 
similarities uncovered by the comparison show how the first event 
prophesied the second. For instance, Noah and his family being pre-
served on the ark can be seen as an analogical prophecy of Baptism. 
They were saved through water. Peter makes this connection in 1 Peter 
3:18–22:

For Christ also suffered once for sins, the righteous for the un-
righteous, that He might bring us to God, being put to death in the 
flesh but made alive in the spirit, in which He went and proclaimed 
to the spirits in prison, because they formerly did not obey, when 
God’s patience waited in the days of Noah, while the ark was being 
prepared, in which a few, that is, eight persons, were brought safely 
through water. Baptism, which corresponds to this, now saves you, 
not as a removal of dirt from the body but as an appeal to God for 
a good conscience, through the resurrection of Jesus Christ, who 
has gone into heaven and is at the right hand of God, with angels, 
authorities, and powers having been subjected to Him.

In this way, the flood is both a historical event that displays God at 
work in His creation for the sake of His people and an event that proph-
esies about how God will work in the future to save His people through 
Baptism. (Analogical prophecy usually refers to events or things, while 
typology refers to people from the Old Testament as prophecies of 
Christ. See below for the discussion on typology.)

chesed: The Hebrew word chesed is rich in meaning and often not 
translated well into English. It can mean loving-kindness, faithful-
ness, and steadfast love. In all its meanings, this word goes beyond the  
human ability to show loving-kindness or faithfulness. It means an en-
during faithfulness, a saving loving-kindness. Chesed is, ultimately, a 
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defining characteristic of Yahweh. It is best understood for the purpos-
es of Ruth as Yahweh’s faithfulness to His covenant with His people—
His covenant to bring about their salvation.

chiAsm: The term chiasm is derived from the Greek letter chi (X) 
and can be diagrammed like the Greek letter chi. A chiasm occurs when 
a section of text has similar parts at the beginning and end that mirror 
each other. Often there is also a central portion called the fulcrum. In 
other words, there are similar clauses at the beginning and end of the 
text that act like bookends. The central portion is emphasized by the 
chiastic structure. Chiasms are often diagrammed using the markers A, 
A’, B, B’, C, C’ and so on (or using numerals where I have apostrophes). 
A chiasm can occur over one or two sentences or over larger portions of 
text. Psalm 51:1 is a good example of a simple chiasm with no fulcrum:

A  “Have mercy on me, O God,

 B    according to Your steadfast love;

 B’   according to Your abundant mercy

A’  blot out my transgressions.”1

A chiastic structure adds emphasis to what is being said and reinforces 
main ideas. When there is a fulcrum, the chiastic structure makes the 
central point pop out at the reader.

christocentric: This term is used as a way of saying that a 
particular text, and indeed the Bible as a whole, is centered in Christ. 
In other words, the Scriptures always have Jesus Christ and His salvific 
work as their central theme and unifying element.

christotelic: Telic means “end.” This term expresses the truth 
that the end goal and ultimate aim of all the Holy Scriptures is Jesus 
Christ. All Scripture finds its fulfillment, full meaning, full expression, 
and full purpose in Jesus. The true reason behind the Scriptures is to 
reveal Jesus Christ, the Son of God, who died for the sins of sinful hu-
manity.

1   This example is taken from Michael J. Gorman, Elements of Biblical Exegesis: A Basic Guide for Students and 
Ministers. (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson Publishers, 2001), 82.
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heBrew BiBle: The Hebrew Bible is arranged differently than 
English editions. The Hebrew Bible is arranged into three categories: 
the Torah, the Writings, and the Prophets. Ruth is considered a writ-
ing. Below are examples of what make up the three categories in the 
Hebrew Bible:

Torah: Torah means “law.” The Torah is made up of Genesis, Exodus, 
Leviticus, Numbers, and Deuteronomy.

Writings: Ruth, Job, 1 and 2 Samuel, 1 and 2 Kings, 1 and 2 Chroni-
cles, Psalms, Proverbs, and such

Prophets: Jonah, Nehemiah, Jeremiah, Nahum, Habakkuk, Isaiah, 
and all of the other major and minor prophets. In English edi-
tions, the books of the Bible are arranged chronologically. Since 
the events in the Book of Ruth occur during the time of Judges, 
English Bibles place Ruth after the Book of Judges. In the He-
brew Bible, Ruth follows Proverbs, which is important to the 
interpretation of Ruth since the final section of Proverbs is on 
the Worthy Woman, and Ruth has many of the characteristics 
described in Proverbs 31:10–31.

inclusio: A literary device by which a section of text is bracketed 
in order to emphasize the meaning of that section, an inclusio is formed 
when the same word or phrase is used to both begin and end a section 
of text. By placing the same word or phrase at both the beginning and 
the end, the narrator signals that the intervening verses or words are 
to be closely interpreted and inform one another. The word or phrase 
that is used is a key to the meaning of that section as a whole. There are 
several inclusios in Ruth.

leitwort: A leitwort is a key word (or phrase) that is repeated 
throughout a section of Scripture. A leitwort includes different forms 
of the same word, such as justify, justification, justified, and unjust. 
It is important to pay close attention whenever a word is repeated in a 
given section of Scripture. The meaning, theme, or motif is tied to the 
function of the word in that section.
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merism: Merism is a poetic device used often in Hebrew that gives 
two opposite ideas or items and includes everything in between. Mer-
ism occurs in Ruth’s speech to Naomi in the first chapter. Another ex-
ample is found in Genesis 8:22, where one of the merisms is seedtime 
and harvest. By listing the opposite ends of the process of cultivation, 
the Lord also includes in His promise every step that comes in between. 
Also covered, then, are the times when the seed sprouts, the roots bur-
row into the ground, the first shoot pushes out of the earth, the bud 
flowers, and so forth. Perhaps the most familiar example of merism is 
when Jesus calls Himself the “Alpha and the Omega,” (the beginning 
and the end) (Revelation 1:8). He is not just these two things, but all 
that comes between. In other words, Jesus is everything. 

microcosm: A microcosm reflects larger realities in a much 
smaller form. In literature, microcosm is used to make a point about 
or highlight characteristics of the larger world or reality. Take for in-
stance the novel The Lord of the Flies by William Golding. The story 
is about a group of boys and takes place on a small island, a microcosm 
that reflects on the larger world beyond the story, society as a whole. As 
the boys are alone on the island trying to figure out how to live—some 
trying for a more civilized existence while others become amoral and 
brutal—Golding is making a commentary on the overall struggles in 
human society between these two possibilities. The smaller world cre-
ated by Golding reflects on and interprets the larger world we live in. 
The boys on the island are a microcosm of all human society. Ruth is 
a biblical example of a microcosm. This will be explained in the study.

nArrAtive: The term narrative refers in general to a story that 
is told through narration (description) and dialogue. Narratives can 
be either nonfiction (true stories) or fiction. Narrative is often used to 
mean nonfiction writing, as in writing about a specific event in one’s 
own life (memoir as opposed to short story). A narrative contains 
people, places, events, dialogue, description, and more. Narrative is 
used frequently in the Scriptures, especially in the Old Testament, to 
relate historical events and personages. For example, Genesis is a series 
of short narratives beginning with Adam and Eve and progressing to  
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Joseph. Judges, different than Genesis in its themes and theological 
motives as well as in its scope, is a narrative relating an overall history 
of Israel between the exodus and the establishment of the kingship. 
The larger narrative of Judges is made up of shorter narratives con-
cerning specific persons and specific times in that span. 

A narrative structure allows for creativity in how the history is 
related while still allowing all things to be historically accurate. It is 
important to remember and understand that creativity does not equal 
falseness or unreliability. God Himself chose this medium to make 
the history of His work in the world coherent, comprehensible, rich, 
and Christ-centered. Creative forms of writing, such as narrative or 
poetry, allow for important theological truths to be highlighted or to 
come through clearly. The first few chapters of Genesis concerning 
Adam and Eve, for instance, are a true narrative of God’s creation of 
the world and of the first humans. However, they are also narratives 
that, through their artistry and beauty, tell important truths concern-
ing ourselves, our natures, and how God ordered this world. 

Genesis gives us two depictions of Yahweh’s activity of creating. 
The first is an overview from God’s perspective in which the literary 
and narrative device leitwort offers an interpretive tool that helps us 
understand that all of what God created is good and that man is the 
crowning achievement of that creation. The second chapter of Genesis 
then reviews the creation from a view closer to how mankind sees it. By 
using further details and description, the narrator focuses on impor-
tant aspects of creation that point to several theological truths, such as 
the order of creation, God’s design for marriage, headship, original sin, 
and our responsibility to care for creation (dominion).

remnAnt theology: Remnant theology refers to a theme 
throughout the Old Testament in which God’s people frequently fall 
away from Him but a small contingent always remains faithful. Yahweh 
repeatedly says that He will prosper and grow this remnant, using it to 
bring about His chosen Servant. The remnant theme occurs early and 
frequently. For instance, in Exodus 32, the people worship the golden 
calf, but some do not participate (see especially Exodus 32:26–29). The 
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Lord sends the Levites through the tribes and three thousand people 
die. Those who are left are the remnant that believes. Similarly, in  
1 Kings 19, after he kills the false prophets and his life is threatened 
by Jezebel, Elijah believes that he is the only faithful one left in all of 
Israel. Yahweh corrects him:

[Elijah] said, “I have been very jealous for the Lord, the God  
of hosts. For the people of Israel have forsaken Your covenant,  
thrown down Your altars, and killed Your prophets with the sword, 
and I, even I only, am left, and they seek my life, to take it away.”  
And the Lord said to him, “Go, return on your way to the wilder-
ness of Damascus. And when you arrive, you shall anoint Hazael to 
be king over Syria. And Jehu the son of Nimshi you shall anoint to be 
king over Israel, and Elisha the son of Shaphat of Abel-meholah you 
shall anoint to be prophet in your place. And the one who escapes 
from the sword of Hazael shall Jehu put to death, and the one who 
escapes from the sword of Jehu shall Elisha put to death. Yet I will 
leave seven thousand in Israel, all the knees that have not bowed to 
Baal, and every mouth that has not kissed him.” (1 Kings 19:14–18)

Notice that there are seven thousand in Israel that Yahweh will “leave.” 
These are the remnant of faithful believers. Out of them, God will con-
tinue to keep for Himself a covenant people who are inheritors of the 
promise made to Adam, Eve, Abraham, and Sarah. 

This theme is also very strong in Isaiah. Here is an example from 
Isaiah 10 about the return of the faithful remnant to Israel and out of 
their captivity:

In that day the remnant of Israel and the survivors of the house 
of Jacob will no more lean on him who struck them, but will lean 
on the Lord, the Holy One of Israel, in truth. A remnant will 
return, the remnant of Jacob, to the mighty God. For though your 
people Israel be as the sand of the sea, only a remnant of them will 
return. Destruction is decreed, overflowing with righteousness. 
(Isaiah 10:20–22)

Here Isaiah records God’s words concerning Israel’s captivity and As-
syria. There will be a remnant, but it will be only a few compared to 
how many there were before. This theme continues in other portions 
of Scripture as well. The remnant is the faithful who believe in God. 
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He always rescues them, brings them to Himself, and preserves them 
so that the salvation for all people will come from their midst.

tyPology: The study of how Jesus is foreshadowed by certain 
persons in the Old Testament is called typology; these people are called 
“types of Christ.” A type of Christ foreshadows Jesus by his character-
istics, his actions, and how God views him. David is a type of Christ, as 
well. One way is that he is a king, whereas Christ is the perfect, eternal 
King. Several other Old Testament persons are types of Christ, and 
some of them will be examined in this study and in the Answer Key 
(page 171). Through their lives, characteristics, and actions, these 
people point us forward to Jesus Christ, who became the perfect and 
ultimate Prophet, Priest, King, Son of God, and sacrifice.

yAhweh: God’s proper name, as revealed to Moses in Exodus 3, is 
Yahweh. God gives His name, Yahweh, to His people. It is a wonder-
ful gift that shows who belongs among God’s chosen people. Yahweh 
is the word that actually appears in the Hebrew text wherever our Eng-
lish translation gives us “Lord.” In Hebrew, all words are made up of 
consonants that are written letters or characters. Before the intertesta-
mental period, only the consonants were written. During the intert-
estamental period, the Masoretes—Jewish scribes—inserted vowels 
by “pointing” each word, that is placing dashes and periods under the 
consonants to create the full word. There were strict regulations for the 
use of God’s name, so that no one would even accidentally take His 
name in vain, so the Masoretes pointed the consonants in the name 
of God with the vowels for the Hebrew word Adonai, which simply 
means “Lord.” The four Hebrew letters for God’s name are hwhy 
and are transliterated as YHWH. When the Jewish reader came to 
YHWH, the pointing under the letters reminded the reader to speak 
“Adonai.” This was not understood for many years by translators, who 
translated the consonants YHWH with the vowel pointing for Ado-
nai as “Jehovah.” This was incorrect. 

Yahweh can also mean “I am.” When Jesus refers to Himself this 
way in the Gospel of John, He is identifying Himself as Yahweh, the 
one true God. This is why the Pharisees, Sadducees, lawyers, and 
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priests were so shocked. They believed He was blaspheming by using 
God’s name and by claiming to be God. As redeemed people who live 
in Christ, we can freely use God’s special revealed name to praise, peti-
tion, and proclaim Him to others. It is the name that Ruth and Boaz 
used. Therefore, Yahweh is used frequently in this study.
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C h a p t e r  1

r u T h  1 : 1 – 5 :  
s e T T i n g  T h e  s C e n e

Opening prayer: lord Jesus ChrisT, You are  
the Word made flesh. Reveal Yourself to us through Your 

Word so that we may know You and cling to You through all 
trials and temptations, for You live and reign with the Father 

and the Holy Spirit, one God, now and forever. Amen.

as wiTh every bibliCal book, it is important to understand some 
background of the Book of Ruth in order to place it into the context of 
history and the canonical Scriptures as a whole, and to properly inter-
pret it in line with the regula fidei, or the rule of faith. The regula fidei 
is reflected in the creeds (the Apostles’ Creed, the Athanasian Creed, 
and the Nicene Creed). The regula fidei shapes our understanding of 
Scripture by pointing us to the central truths of the Bible and guiding 
our interpretation of it. If a particular interpretation runs counter to 
something we read in the creeds, then that interpretation is at best sus-
pect and at worst heretical. Even the interpretation of a book such as 
Ruth should have at its center Christ and Him crucified, in accord with 
the regula fidei and the creeds the Church has confessed for centuries. 

Ruth as a whole is different from most of the other books of the  
Bible with the exception, perhaps, of Esther. Ruth is a focused nar-
rative in that it looks at a specific group of people in the history of the 
people of God. Unlike the sweeping narratives of Genesis or Exodus, 
which cover a lot of ground and time, Ruth narrows in on a small 
group of people and a sliver of time in history. At first glance, it seems a 
quaint tale about a faithful daughter-in-law, a bitter mother-in-law, ro-
mantic love, and a baby. Against the backdrop of Genesis and Exodus, 
it seems a bit odd and out of place. Yet Ruth builds on many themes 
in the Old Testament, and its narrow narrative focus is important to  
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understanding how to interpret the book as a whole. In building on 
those themes and understanding of Ruth, we find that this little book 
that seems so preoccupied with three people (Ruth, Naomi, and Boaz) 
in fact impacts many more than just those three. Therefore, we will 
start by considering the context of the Book of Ruth.

Ruth’s Place in the canon
When the Hebrew canon was first being formed, it was divided into 

three groupings (this is still how the Hebrew Bible is often divided). 
These groupings are usually the Torah, the Writings, and the Prophets. 

The Torah is comprised of the first five books of the Bible (Gen-
esis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, and Deuteronomy). The Writings 
is a catch-all category for many different types of writings such as the 
Psalms, Proverbs, Ruth, Esther, and others. The Prophets refers to the 
books written by the prophets such as Isaiah, Kings, Chronicles, and  
Jeremiah. In the Hebrew Bible, Ruth was placed after Proverbs and be-
fore Song of Solomon. Following directly on the heels of Proverbs 31, 
Ruth is closely connected to it (more on this in chapter 5). This close  
connection between the woman of Proverbs 31 and Ruth seems to be why 
the Book of Ruth followed the Book of Proverbs in the Hebrew canon.

The Old Testament Books According to Type
 toRah  WRitings/Wisdom PRoPhets

 Genesis Psalms Joshua
 Exodus Job Judges
 Leviticus Proverbs Samuel
 Numbers Ruth Kings
 Deuteronomy Song of Songs Isaiah
  Ecclesiastes Jeremiah
  Lamentations Ezekiel
  Esther Hosea   
   Daniel Joel   
   Ezra Amos   
   Nehemiah Obadiah
  Chronicles Micah
   Nahum   
   Habakkuk  
   Zephaniah  
   Zechariah  
   Haggai
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The Order of the Old Testament Books in the Hebrew Canon

 Genesis Nahum
 Exodus Habakkuk
 Leviticus Zephaniah
 Numbers Haggai
 Deuteronomy Zechariah
 Joshua Malachi
 Judges Psalms
 Samuel Job
 Kings Proverbs
 Isaiah Ruth
 Jeremiah Song of Songs
 Ezekiel Ecclesiastes
 Hosea Lamentations
 Joel Esther
 Amos Daniel
 Obadiah Ezra
 Jonah Nehemiah
 Micah Chronicles

In our Christian Bible, the books of the Old Testament are grouped 
more or less chronologically. The first five books are in the same or-
der as in the Hebrew canon, or the Torah. However, in most English 
translations of the Bible, Ruth follows the Book of Judges, because it 
is closely related to the time of the judges, chronologically speaking. 
The tradition of placing Ruth after Judges began with the Septuagint, 
a Greek translation of the Hebrew Old Testament from about the sec-
ond century BC. It was present in this form before Jesus’ time. Both 
placements of Ruth are helpful to interpretation of the book, its set-
ting, theology, and connectedness to other parts of Scripture.2

tyPe of liteRatuRe
The Bible is a literary masterpiece. Please do not panic at the word 

literary. Literature/literary does not equal fiction. Literature, good 
literature, can come either in the fiction or the nonfiction variety; it 
can even come as sacred writings. One of the most wonderful aspects 

2   For more on the formation of the Old Testament canon, see Andrew Steinmann, The Oracles of God: The Old Testament 
Canon, (St. Louis: Concordia Academic Press, 1999).
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of the Bible is the fact of its beauty, depth, and variety as a literary 
masterpiece. The beauty of the scriptural writings, as well as their in-
terconnectedness, serves to better show us Christ and Him crucified. 
The creativity and historical accuracy of all Scripture serve to show 
Christ clearly. As a literary masterpiece, the Bible is made up of differ-
ent types of literature, including prophetic, apocalyptic, narrative, and 
wisdom literature. In order to properly interpret a specific book—or 
even a passage of Scripture—it is important to understand what type 
of literature it is and how that affects the way we understand it.  

Ruth is a narrative, a true account of real events told in a story form 
with one or more main themes as its goal. This is similar to any per-
sonal narrative one might tell about a life event of one’s own. Biblical 
narratives are just what we would expect from a narrative with plot, 
characters, arc, conflict, and resolution. They tell the story through de-
scription and through dialogue. However, narratives in the Bible are 
not just stories; they are historical fact that reveals the work of God 
in the world on behalf of His people and that ultimately prophesies 
about Christ analogically. In other words, biblical narratives proph-
esy about Christ through analogy to historic events. This means that 
something in each narrative is similar to something that occurs in the 
life of Christ and can be understood to be a prophecy about a certain 
aspect of Christ’s life, death, resurrection, or work on our behalf. For 
instance, in Numbers, Moses is instructed to lift up the bronze serpent 
(Numbers 21:4–9) after the Israelites are bitten by fiery serpents sent 
by Yahweh to punish them for speaking against Yahweh. All those who 
look upon the serpent live, while all those who do not die. We see this 
event as an analogy of the crucifixion of Christ. Christ is the “bronze 
serpent” who was lifted up upon the cross. All those who look in faith 
and by faith on Christ the crucified will live and will not perish from 
the bite of sin, death, and the devil. In this way, not only do we have 
the historical account of Yahweh’s work on behalf of the Israelites at 
the time of the exodus, but we also see how all of Scripture ultimately 
points us toward Christ and is Christ-centered, just as Christ demon-
strated to His apostles on the road to Emmaus (Luke 24). 
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Analogy and typology: The Scriptures often point to Christ through 
two literary means: analogy and typology. As discussed, the Scriptures 
can prophesy about Christ by way of analogy with regard to events. For 
instance, the event of the flood foreshadows and points toward Baptism 
and how God uses Baptism to drown our sinful flesh and raise us to new 
life. On the other hand, typology usually occurs when a person in the 
Old Testament can be likened to Christ in such a way that that person 
foreshadows the Greater One to come. A good example of this is Mo-
ses, a prophet who is called humble or meek (Numbers 12:3) and who 
speaks to God (Numbers 3:7–8). These are just a couple of character-
istics that make Moses a type of Jesus. However, Moses is still a flawed 
human being. Jesus is all that Moses is and more, but where Moses is 
imperfect because of sin, Jesus is perfect. Jesus is God’s greatest prophet, 
He is the most humble man on earth, He speaks to God face-to-face, 
and He is without sin. For more on Moses as a type, see the answer key. 
Elements of Ruth prophesy Christ both analogically and typologically.

time in Which the stoRy is set
Ruth 1:1 states, “In the days when the judges ruled there was a 

famine in the land, and a man of Bethlehem in Judah went to sojourn 
in the country of Moab, he and his wife and his two sons.” From this 
sentence, we understand that the events that occur in the Book of Ruth 
happened during the period of the judges. The time of the judges was 
approximately 1380–1050 BC. This was the intermediary period in the 
Israelites’ history, after the conquest of the land (as recorded in Joshua) 
and before God chose to give them the monarchy (see 1 Samuel 8–10). 
The judges were typically lay people raised up by God to help rule the 
people, especially during times of crisis; their duties were not generally 
religious in nature. This period was a difficult one in the lives of God’s 
people, because they had failed to drive out all the inhabitants of the 
land, refused God’s rule and gifts, and intermarried with the people of 
the land, which often led to idolatry by the Israelites. Ruth may have 
taken place during the events recorded in Judges 6. We will return to 
this hypothesis as we go through Ruth.

time of comPosition 
There are two schools of thought about the time Ruth was written. 

The first is the later date, which used to be the favored viewpoint. For 
a time, scholars believed Ruth to have been written some time after 

{         }
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the exile (Babylonian exile, 586/7–515/10 BC). This was put forward 
in part by form critics, whose interpretive lens was an offshoot of his-
torical criticism. These scholars deal with the biblical text without the 
assumptions that we as Lutheran Christians hold: that the Scriptures 
are God-breathed and true. They posited that the book was written at 
such a late date merely as a tale to help combat Ezra and Nehemiah’s 
rules concerning marriage to foreigners. Their theories are not solidly 
based on the text itself, an honest interpretation of Scripture, or even 
archaeological evidence.3 But the majority of scholars no longer believe 
this to be correct. Today’s conservative scholars now favor the early 
date, and that time frame is the assumption of this study. Most now say 
that Ruth was penned prior to the Babylonian exile. In the Concordia 
Commentary on Ruth, John R. Wilch concludes that Ruth was written 
during the latter half of David’s reign, during the period of the united 
monarchy. This would place the time of writing sometime between 
1005 and 985 BC.4 Wilch concludes this because of several factors, one 
of which is that the Book of Ruth includes the genealogy of David and 
touches on themes important to David’s rule. 

PuRPose
The nature of biblical writing includes purposes that pertain to the 

immediate time period in which it was written. However, its theologi-
cal purpose extends over time and beyond the more immediate scope of 
the writing itself. The purpose of Ruth in its time was to demonstrate 
the legitimacy of David’s rule and his connection to Yahweh’s work in 
the lives of Israel’s ancestors.5 Proving his legitimacy was important for 
David, because he was anointed by Samuel to be king when the succes-
sion should have gone to someone in Saul’s family (see 1 Samuel 18– 
2 Samuel 5, for example).6 The Book of Ruth defends David by reciting 
the genealogy and capturing how it was that the line continued despite 

 
3  See Horace D. Hummel, The Word Becoming Flesh: An Introduction to the Origin, Purpose, and Meaning of the Old 

Testament, (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1979), 509–10; and  John R. Wilch, Ruth, Concordia Commentary, 
ed. Christopher W. Mitchell (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 2006), 15–16.

4  Wilch, 16. 

5  Raymond B. Dillard & Tremper Longman III, An Introduction to the Old Testament, (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 
1994), 131. 

6  Wilch, 24.
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the deaths of Elimelech, Mahlon, and Chilion. It also defends David’s 
practice of allowing believing foreigners to enter into the congregation 
of Israel. (Ruth, the person, is an excellent example of a believing for-
eigner.) The Book of Ruth also defends David’s choice of a foreign wife 
by reporting that Boaz took Ruth, a believing foreigner, as his wife. The 
theological purpose of the Book of Ruth is to show God working in his-
tory to carry out His plan of salvation, which culminates in Christ Jesus. 

In both purposes, God’s activity on behalf of His people to care for 
and save them also proclaims God’s saving activity to us today in our 
own situations and circumstances.

David and Foreigners

David married a foreign wife and employed many foreigners, both indi-
viduals and groups, in his army. To some people of his day, that would 
have been problematic. David seems, however, to have only allowed 
those who converted to faith in Yahweh to remain in Jerusalem and be a 
part of the assembly. For example:

•   David showed favor to the king of Moab by asking him to protect 
David’s family (1 Samuel 22:3–5). It may also be that because Ruth 
was his ancestor, David chose the King of Moab as a person likely  
to help him protect his parents.

•  David married a princess of the Aramean kingdom of Geshur,  
Maacah (2 Samuel 3:3).

•   Ittai, a believing Philistine from Gath, fought with David.  
This episode is almost a replay of Ruth 1 (see 2 Samuel 15:13–23).

•   Uriah the Hittite was a believing foreigner, as demonstrated by his 
loyalty to his fellow troops, to David, and to Yahweh when he makes 
a confession concerning the ark of the covenant (2 Samuel 11:1–11).

These few examples demonstrate David’s close relationships with be-
lieving foreigners. The point, though, is that these people were believers. 
David was faithful to Yahweh as well, despite his many other flaws, and 
faithfulness, not ethnicity, was what mattered to him. It is safe to assume, 
however, that not all the Israelites would have agreed with foreigners  
being welcomed and trusted by their king (see 2 Samuel 5:1–10, where 
David allows the Jebusites to remain in Jerusalem, though they were 
among the seven nations that were supposed to be completely driven out 
of the Promised Land in Joshua 3:10). Yahweh had often spoken against 

{                }
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mixing with foreigners and frequently commanded that all foreigners be 
put to death during wars, especially during the conquering of the land 
(see for instance Joshua 6:17–18, where only Rahab and her family are 
spared from the destruction of Jericho; Deuteronomy 7:1–2; Deuter-
onomy 20:16–17).7 

imPoRtant motifs and theology
as we begin To disCuss The book of Ruth in depth, it is helpful 
to keep in mind some of its important motifs and theological implica-
tions. All of these will come to the forefront as we proceed.

Motifs:
 •  Emptiness and fulfillment
 •  Faithfulness
 •  Redemption
 •  The hidden God
 •  Honor
 •  Acceptance of foreigners8

theology: 
 •  Christotelic/Christology
 •  God’s work behind the scenes
 •  Faith
 •  Human agency
 •  Sacrifice
 •  Substitution
 •  Redemption
 •  Suffering
 •  Witness9

7   See Wilch, 25–28. Wilch notes that while there is no direct reference to opposition to David due to the inclusion of 
foreigners, this is likely because the accounts written of him were sympathetic (see especially p. 28). However, many 
commentaries and other resources, including Wilch, assume this to be a problem for some. See also Dillard and Long-
man, 131, who also note that foreigners often made up a huge portion of David’s power base, which would also make 
such a reference to a foreign relative who converted helpful for David. Also, given the Lord’s commands concerning 
foreigners being barred from the assembly, it is safe to assume that some opposition would have been partly aroused by 
his favor to foreigners. Additionally, David faced many other rebellions and much opposition from those who supported 
Saul’s line (especially those from the tribe of Benjamin, Saul’s tribe) and those who coveted his throne (such as his son 
Absalom). For opposition to David’s rule, see also 2 Samuel 2:8–11; 15; 16:5–14; 20.

8  Wilch 30–60.

9  Wilch 60–86.
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Verse by Verse Analysis
read ruth 1:1–5

bibliCal narraTive is ConduCTed mosTly through dialogue; 
therefore, it is important to note any time the narrator speaks. In these 
opening verses of the Book of Ruth, the narrator offers important in-
formation concerning the backdrop of the story to unlock the meaning 
of the dialogue that follows in the next section. The narrator shows how 
the next event that is recorded—Naomi’s determination to return to 
Israel—came to be, and also sets up important theological background, 
as we will see later. The Hebrew narrator is always fully reliable and of-
ten guides the reader in interpretation by offering hints, such as special 
literary constructions and references to other Scriptures.

the hebrew narrator: In terms of role and in the world of the story, 
the Hebrew narrator is omniscient but selective in what he reveals for the 
sake of artistry and meaning. He is always reliable and never misleads. 
The conceptual world of the Hebrew narrator is one in which man is cre-
ated in the image of God but does not live up to that ethical standard. 
The Hebrew understanding of unity is different from our modern one. It 
holds things in tension, which is to us disjunctive (think of the two cre-
ation accounts or the two introductions of David in 1 Samuel). He often 
portrays the world through two different viewpoints:

1.  Concise, symmetrically stylized vertical view— 
God to the world below, and

2. Human-centered, very detailed, horizontal view.

At the beginning, we are introduced to Naomi and Elimelech, who 
are married, and to their children, Mahlon and Chilion. The narrator 
also introduces us to the wives of Mahlon and Chilion: Ruth and Or-
pah, two Moabite women. Hebrew names have important meanings. 
Elimelech means “my God is King.” Ideally, the person lives up to 
his or her name by, in this case, honoring God as King. Naomi means 
“pleasant, delightful.” The meanings of the names of Mahlon and 
Chilion are uncertain, which suits the fact that they are marginalized in 
the Book of Ruth. It is not the men, but Naomi and Ruth who are most 
important and come to the forefront. Translation difficulties make 

{           }
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the meanings of the names of both Orpah and Ruth uncertain. The  
Lutheran Study Bible notes that tradition links Ruth’s name with the 
Hebrew word for “friend.” However, Wilch compellingly argues that 
the most plausible meaning for Ruth comes from the root word mean-
ing “be saturated, drink one’s fill.” For our purposes, therefore, her 
name means “saturation, a drink, refreshment, satiety, or fullness.”10

The narrator also helps the reader understand the lineage of Elimel-
ech and his family within the twelve tribes of Israel (descended from 
the twelve sons of Jacob). Each tribe was further divided into clans. 
Elimelech’s family was part of the Ephrathite clan of the tribe of Judah. 
As a member of the tribes of Israel, Elimelech had a part in the inheri-
tance of the land. Each tribe was assigned a portion of the Promised 
Land. Within the tribe, each clan had a separate portion. Those were 
then divided by household. Elimelech owned a plot of land out of his 
tribe and clan’s allotment. 

As part of his introduction, the narrator tells us the time in which 
the story is set. As noted above, Ruth is set during the time of Judges. 
Judges 6:1–10 reads:

The people of Israel did what was evil in the sight of the Lord, 
and the Lord gave them into the hand of Midian seven years. And 
the hand of Midian overpowered Israel, and because of Midian the 
people of Israel made for themselves the dens that are in the moun-
tains and the caves and the strongholds. For whenever the Israelites 
planted crops, the Midianites and the Amalekites and the people of 
the East would come up against them. They would encamp against 
them and devour the produce of the land, as far as Gaza, and leave 
no sustenance in Israel and no sheep or ox or donkey. For they would 
come up with their livestock and their tents; they would come like 
locusts in number—both they and their camels could not be count-
ed—so that they laid waste the land as they came in. And Israel was 
brought very low because of Midian. And the people of Israel cried 
out for help to the Lord.

10   Wilch, 116. Wilch’s argument is based on word studies linking it to what he thinks is the more plausible root Hebrew 
word. The tradition of “friend” comes from a Syriac translation and its equivalent Hebrew verb. In other words, they 
took the word used in Syriac and went backwards to say from what Hebrew word it would have been translated. The 
closest Hebrew root word means “saturate, water, cause to drink.” Wilch explains the Hebrew conventions for giving the 
name of Ruth the feminine ending. Given that this corresponds extremely well to one of the main themes of Ruth, and 
combined with Wilch’s excellent work on the linguistics, this meaning of Ruth will be preferred in our study.
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When the people of Israel cried out to the Lord on account of the 
Midianites, the Lord sent a prophet to the people of Israel. And 
he said to them, “Thus says the Lord, the God of Israel: I led you 
up from Egypt and brought you out of the house of slavery. And I 
delivered you from the hand of the Egyptians and from the hand of 
all who oppressed you, and drove them out before you and gave you 
their land. And I said to you, ‘I am the Lord your God; you shall not 
fear the gods of the Amorites in whose land you dwell.’ But you have 
not obeyed My voice.”

At this time in history, the people of Israel had again abandoned God 
and did “what was evil in the sight of [Yahweh]” (Judges 6:1). This 
cycle of the people sinning, Yahweh punishing them, the people crying 
out for help, and Yahweh rescuing them by raising up a judge recurs 
throughout the Book of Judges. It is symptomatic of the fact that the 
Israelites did not regard God as their King. 

Given the extreme famine conditions described in Judges 6, many 
commentators suggest that Naomi and Elimelech left Israel for Moab 
during this particular famine. Such conditions may have driven some 
Israelites to leave the land God had given them to live among foreign, 
pagan people. However, our narrator focuses only on one specific fam-
ily and their journey.

In the NIV, the verb is translated “went to live for a while,” while 
the ESV translates it as “sojourn.” Sojourn means to seek refuge and 
live somewhere as a stranger, usually temporarily, although a sojourner 
tends to stay a longer time than a regular visitor or a foreigner. So-
journ captures more of the sense of a journey and connects Naomi and 
Elimelech lexically with other famous biblical personages. Other bib-
lical characters have also sojourned because of famine. Here are some 
examples:
 • Abraham, Genesis 12:10: “Now there was a famine in the land. 

So Abram went down to Egypt to sojourn there, for the famine 
was severe in the land.”

 •  Isaac, Genesis 26:1–3: “Now there was a famine in the land, be-
sides the former famine that was in the days of Abraham. And 
Isaac went to Gerar to Abimelech king of the Philistines. And 
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the lord appeared to him and said, ‘Do not go down to Egypt; 
dwell in the land of which I shall tell you. sojourn in this land, 
and I will be with you and will bless you, for to you and to your 
offspring I will give all these lands, and I will establish the oath 
that I swore to Abraham your father.’” 

 •  Jacob and his sons, Genesis 47:1–4: “So Joseph went in and 
told Pharaoh, ‘My father and my brothers, with their flocks and 
herds and all that they possess, have come from the land of Ca-
naan. They are now in the land of Goshen.’ And from among 
his brothers he took five men and presented them to Pharaoh. 
Pharaoh said to his brothers, ‘What is your occupation?’ And 
they said to Pharaoh, ‘Your servants are shepherds, as our fa-
thers were.’ They said to Pharaoh, ‘We have come to sojourn 
in the land, for there is no pasture for your servants’ flocks, for 
the famine is severe in the land of Canaan. And now, please let 
your servants dwell in the land of Goshen.’” 

In each of these cases, the patriarchs sojourned in order to escape the 
effects of famine. However, there is a major difference between when 
the patriarchs sojourned and when Elimelech sojourned. In the case of 
the patriarchs, the promise of the land had been given, but not the land 
itself. They were not yet settled in the land that Yahweh had promised 
them, and so by sojourning for a time they were not abandoning God’s 
gifts. In fact, at least once, the command to sojourn came directly from 
God Himself. By the time Elimelech sojourned in Moab, the land had 
been given to the Israelites, and each tribe and clan had its own parcel 
of land. In light of this, the narrator prods the reader to ask: Is it pos-
sible that Elimelech was sinful for moving his family to Moab, a coun-
try that was pagan and an enemy of the Israelites? While the narrator 
himself does not pass judgment, other clues in the first five verses, as 
well as in other parts of Scripture, help us to answer this question. 

Even as the reader begins to make connections between Elimelech 
and the patriarchs, the narrator hits the reader with a new wrinkle in 
verse 3: Elimelech’s death. This death leaves Naomi widowed with 
her two sons in a foreign, pagan land. It is interesting that the verb left  
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refers to Naomi specifically. The narrator does not say that Naomi and 
her two sons were left, but that Naomi was left with her two sons. This 
word order foreshadows Naomi’s final condition of being the only one 
left and connects her with a major theme in the books of the proph-
ets—the remnant. This theme will further develop as the Book of Ruth 
continues.

In verse 4, the narrator informs us that both of Naomi’s sons “took 
Moabite wives.” Note that to “take a wife” is a Hebrew idiom for mar-
rying; it does not imply force or seizure of the woman. It is most often 
used in reference to marrying a foreign (non-Israelite) wife.11 However, 
there should be other red flags going up about these marriages. Let’s 
take a look at some key verses:
   deuteronomy 7:1–4: “When the lord your God brings 

you into the land that you are entering to take possession of 
it, and clears away many nations before you, the Hittites, the 
Girgashites, the Amorites, the Canaanites, the Perizzites, the 
Hivites, and the Jebusites, seven nations more numerous and 
mightier than you, and when the lord your God gives them 
over to you, and you defeat them, then you must devote them 
to complete destruction. You shall make no covenant with them 
and show no mercy to them. You shall not intermarry with them, 
giving your daughters to their sons or taking their daughters for 
your sons, for they would turn away your sons from following 
Me, to serve other gods. Then the anger of the lord would be 
kindled against you, and He would destroy you quickly.”

 m  While marriage to Moabites is not specifically condemned 
here, the general idea of avoiding marriage to pagans and for-
eigners does apply. The reasoning is that intermarriage with 
nonbelievers will lead the Israelites astray such that they serve 
other gods.

 deuteronomy 23:3: “No Ammonite or Moabite may enter the 
assembly of the lord. Even to the tenth generation, none of 
them may enter the assembly of the lord forever.”

11  Wilch, 19.
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 m   Given this direct command that Moabites may not enter the 
assembly of  Yahweh, it should be clear that they are not suitable 
spouses. How can the family worship together if the Moabites 
may not enter the Lord’s assembly?

 deuteronomy 21:10–14: “When you go out to war against 
your enemies, and the lord your God gives them into your 
hand and you take them captive, and you see among the captives 
a beautiful woman, and you desire to take her to be your wife, 
and you bring her home to your house, she shall shave her head 
and pare her nails. And she shall take off the clothes in which 
she was captured and shall remain in your house and lament her 
father and her mother a full month. After that you may go in to 
her and be her husband, and she shall be your wife. But if you 
no longer delight in her, you shall let her go where she wants. 
But you shall not sell her for money, nor shall you treat her as a 
slave, since you have humiliated her.” 

  m  There is an exception to the rule. A man may marry a female 
captive during a war. Note that these rules are put in place 
not because they are the ideal way of things, but because 
the Lord is protecting them from their own sinfulness. If a 
man burns with lust, he can go about a proper way of mar-
rying the woman. If, in his sinfulness, he is determined to 
then leave the captive, the Lord protects her from becom-
ing a slave and lets her choose her own way in life. Further-
more, these verses are not prescriptive. That is, these are 
not “rules” or “regulations” or “guidelines” for how we 
should conduct ourselves today in a foreign war. These are 
descriptive of the specific commands Yahweh gave to the 
Israelites in anticipation of the conquest of the land. They 
apply to that time and place only. Of course, Mahlon and 
Chilion do not find themselves in this situation of wartime 
exception, yet they still marry foreign wives.

From these verses, it becomes clear that marriage to pagans was never 
a practice endorsed by God. Pagan spouses often led the faithful astray 
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because they brought their own gods into the household. The guide-
lines in the Deuteronomy 21 passage requiring the woman to shave her 
head and put on sackcloth are a measure to try to create repentance. 
These actions should symbolize that she has turned away from not just 
her parents, but from her pagan gods as well. However, since Ruth and 
Orpah were not wives taken during war and therefore had not under-
gone the requirements of repentance as laid out in Deuteronomy 21, 
coupled with Orpah’s easy return to Moab and Ruth’s very expressive 
and sudden confession, it is clear that Mahlon and Chilion married un-
believing, pagan spouses. 

Verse 5 puts major stress on the tragedy of the situation. The He-
brew wording includes three important constructions: (1) an intensify-
ing adverb, (2) the plural of the word for “two,” and (3) the inclusion of 
the names of the sons. (A more literal translation to English would be, 
“Then Mahlon and Chilion, indeed the two died.”) Furthermore, the 
word translated as “sons” in this verse is the Hebrew word for young 
sons, in other words, “boys.” This is not normally the term used for 
grown men who were sons. This word shows up in another significant 
verse, Ruth 4:16, which says: “Then Naomi took the child and laid 
him on her lap and became his nurse.” The use of this word in both 
these places forms what is called an inclusio.12 An inclusio is a word 
or phrase repeated at both ends of a narrative or a section of prose or 
poetry. This literary device has the effect of bracketing that entire sec-
tion and connecting the beginning to the end to enhance the meaning 
of that section. By placing the same key word or phrase at the begin-
ning and end, the narrator signals that the intervening verses or words 
are meant to be closely interpreted and inform one another. The key 
word or phrase unlocks the meaning of that section as a whole. There 
are several inclusios in Ruth. We’ll see how well this particular inclusio 
connects when we get to chapter 4. 

inteRPRetation
Often in Hebrew narrative, it is left to the audience to take what 

they know about God’s Law and the covenant and decide if the actions 
12  Wilch 117.
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of a character are right or wrong. In our case, the deaths of Elimelech, 
Mahlon, and Chilion stand out in the first part of this narrative. While 
the narrator does not explicitly say that their actions in leaving Israel 
and in taking pagan wives were wrong, it is important to note here 
that Elimelech’s situation differed from that of the patriarchs who so-
journed in that he had already received his plot of land while the patri-
archs had only the promise of it. 

According to law, each tribe was allocated a certain expanse of land. 
Out of that expanse, each clan was assigned its portion, and then the 
fields were divided by family group. But the land truly belonged to 
God; His gift of it to the Israelites was really a precursor of their eternal 
home with Him. The land was a tangible reminder of God’s promises 
to provide for His people and to gather them to Himself. Therefore, 
the Israelites were to hold on to their plot of land and not let it pass out 
of the family. 

The narrator may be implying that Elimelech’s decision to leave his 
portion of the Promised Land during the famine could demonstrate a 
lack of faith. It is clear that Elimelech did not live up to his name: he did 
not see Yahweh as his King. At least, he did not see Yahweh as a King 
who comes to save, who will provide, and who is to be obeyed. Yah-
weh expressly forbids the selling of the land in Leviticus 25:23: “The 
land shall not be sold in perpetuity, for the land is Mine. For you are 
strangers and sojourners with Me.” It may be the case, therefore, that 
Elimelech’s death is a sign of  Yahweh’s judgment on him. The original 
hearers of Ruth would have known the laws and the commandments 
concerning the land (as we discussed on page 30). They would have 
recognized how Elimelech was being compared to the patriarchs. The 
narrator’s language is specific enough to bring these ideas to mind and 
to point to this conclusion. 

Additionally, think back to the passages we read from Deuterono-
my concerning marriage. It is clear from these passages that marrying 
pagans was a slap in the face of God. Mahlon and Chilion’s marriages 
in the Book of Ruth were not fruitful, which may have been an indica-
tion of Yahweh’s judgment on them. Yahweh is the one who opens the 
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womb and closes it. This truth that Yahweh controls the giving of life 
in the womb is constantly driven home in the lives of the matriarchs 
in Genesis. Sarah is barren, and Yahweh opens her womb. He does the 
same for Rachel and Leah. In the cases of the matriarchs, their barren-
ness is not related to any specific sin, but rather the truth that Yahweh 
opens their wombs points to His work in bringing about the Promised 
Seed. In Ruth, the implication that sin is what caused Yahweh to close 
their wombs is heavily hinted by the narrator. This idea of barrenness 
being a result of punishment in this instance in Ruth is not to be ap-
plied to the situation of every barren woman throughout time, how-
ever; Yahweh is doing and saying something specific in the life of Ruth. 
It is not a blanket statement that every barren woman has committed 
a specific sin that triggered her barrenness. Given the events recorded 
and the narrator’s prompting, in the Book of Ruth we can draw a con-
nection between barrenness and punishment, but we cannot do this in 
our own lives.13 In the context of the Book of Ruth, and given Mahlon’s 
and Chilion’s unfruitful marriages to pagans, their deaths also suggest 
Yahweh’s punishment. 

When all is said and done, the narrator points to Naomi as the only 
one who is left (he does not refer to Ruth and Orpah as being left). This 
begs the questions: Why is Naomi left? Why is she spared? Ruth 1:8 
helps to answer this question: “But Naomi said to her two daughters-
in-law, ‘Go, return each of you to her mother’s house. May the lord 
deal kindly with you, as you have dealt with the dead and with me.’” 
Naomi’s use of God’s name, Yahweh (which is what “lord” in all cap-
itals stands for), demonstrates that she still has faith in Yahweh. She 
has so much faith, in fact, that she speaks a blessing in His name on her 
pagan daughters-in-law. Her faithfulness is why she is left.

Someone being left is seen often throughout the Old Testament. 
For example, it is a common theme in the wilderness wanderings dur-

13   Those texts that show a correlation between barrenness and punishment are only descriptive of those particular 
instances. They are not prescriptive for all people of all time. This means that the correlation does not pertain to all people 
who have ever suffered through infertility. It cannot be asserted that barrenness is always a result of specific sin. In fact, 
it is only used in this way in very specific instances in the Scriptures, not in all. Hannah (1 Samuel) is an example of a 
woman who is barren with no indication that her barrenness has anything to do with a specific personal sin on her part. 
For more on this topic, see the section “Conception and Infertility” in Chapter 6, page 132.
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ing the exodus. The Israelites wandered in the wilderness until the 
unfaithful generation died and only the faithful were left. When they 
worshiped the golden calf, three thousand were killed and only the 
faithful (those who did not worship the calf) were left (see Exodus 32). 

There is also frequently a “remnant” theme in the prophets. Often, 
their prophecies show that Israel will be punished and reduced until 
only the faithful stump or remnant is left. As Isaiah puts it: 

There shall come forth a shoot from the stump of Jesse, and a branch 
from his roots shall bear fruit. . . . In that day the root of Jesse,  
who shall stand as a signal for the peoples—of Him shall the nations 
inquire, and His resting place shall be glorious. In that day the Lord 
will extend His hand yet a second time to recover the remnant that 
remains of His people, from Assyria, from Egypt, from Pathros,  
from Cush, from Elam, from Shinar, from Hamath, and from the 
coastlands of the sea. (Isaiah 11:1, 10–11) 

Although seemingly cut off, the stump will bear fruit, and the remnant 
will be gathered to the Lord.

Naomi, then, is God’s faithful remnant, and from the remnant will 
come His new faithful people. Furthermore, from the seed of that rem-
nant will spring the seed of David and the seed promised in Genesis 3: 
the Messiah. But how will this be? We’ll have to wait and find out how 
God will raise up His remnant.
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Discussion Questions

1.  Given the discussion of prophesy by way of typology or analogy, 
what are some other Old Testament scriptural events or persons 
that point forward to Christ and His gifts?

2.  Recall the discussion about Elimelech and his relationship to the 
patriarchs. How was Elimelech’s situation different than that of 
the patriarchs? How did Elimelech’s actions demonstrate a lack 
of faith? What are some situations or life experiences that might 
present us with the same dilemma as Elimelech in prompting a 
lack of trust in God our Father?

3.  Despite the ending Elimelech and his sons came to, how does Yah-
weh show grace and mercy to part of Elimelech’s family? When 
we face difficult times and make mistakes, how does Yahweh show 
His grace and mercy to us?
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a p p e n d i x  a

Answer Guides for Discussion Questions

chaPteR 1:
1.  Given the discussion of prophesy by way of typology or analogy, 

what are some other Old Testament scriptural events or persons 
that point forward to Christ and His gifts?
Typology is an especially rich and often well-covered category of 
how the Old Testament prophesies Christ through persons who 
are like Him in personality and situation. Some types of Christ 
include:
Moses: Moses speaks with God “mouth to mouth” (Numbers 
3:7–8). The only person with more access to God than Moses 
had is Christ, who sees the Father face-to-face. Moses is God’s 
prophet, probably the greatest prophet of the Old Testament.  
Jesus is the Prophet of God, even greater than Moses. Moses is 
also called the most humble or meek man (Numbers 12:7–8).  
Jesus, the God-man who does not make use of His divine power 
when upon the cross but empties Himself to become obedient to 
death (Philippians 2:1–11), is ultimately the most humble and 
meek man. Moses intercedes for the Israelites; Jesus is our inter-
cessor. (See the Book of Hebrews for several different references 
to how Moses was a type of Christ that Christ Himself has ful-
filled and outdone, for example, Hebrews 3 and 8.)
David: David was the King of Israel and God’s chosen anointed. 
God often refers to him as His son and as someone after God’s 
own heart. David sang psalms to the Lord, obeyed and trusted in 
Him, and was anointed by the Lord through the prophet Samuel 
(see 1 Samuel 16, esp. vv.11–13). However, David made major 
mistakes and had many issues as a king and as a person. Jesus is 
our King, and He is the Son of David, but He fulfills and goes be-
yond David’s life as a King, and He is a better King than David. 
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Jesus rules perfectly, lived a perfect life, truly is God’s Son, is 
THE Anointed One (that is what the title “Christ” means), and 
is not just David’s son, but also David’s Lord (Matthew 22:41–
46). Additionally, Jesus often prayed the psalms of David and 
fulfilled all of the prophecies about Him contained in David’s 
psalms (as well as other psalms). 

The Bible also often prophesies of Christ analogically, or by anal-
ogy. It does this through events in the history of Israel or specific 
events in the lives of Old Testament persons that point forward to 
specific events or actions that will occur in Jesus’ lifetime or as a 
result of His death and resurrection. 

The sacrifice of Isaac (Genesis 22): Isaac is a type of Christ 
when he is being taken to Mount Moriah to be sacrificed by Abra-
ham. The event of the sacrifice of Isaac is an event that analogi-
cally prophesies God’s sacrifice of His Son, Jesus, and Jesus’ will-
ingness to go to the cross. Jesus is the Lamb of God provided by 
Yahweh Himself for the salvation of His people. Like Isaac, Je-
sus trusts His Father’s will and obeys silently (see John’s account 
of the crucifixion, especially John 19:9 and Isaiah 53:7). There is 
no struggle from Isaac when Abraham lays Isaac upon the altar 
to sacrifice him. In the same way, Jesus goes forward willingly to 
the cross and lays down His life upon that altar, becoming the 
ultimate sacrifice for the sins of the whole world. Yahweh provides 
Jesus, the Lamb of God, as the final sacrifice, so that “at the 
right time, Christ died for the ungodly” (Romans 5:6).

The exodus: The exodus is another example of an event that 
prophesies analogically about Christ’s life or work. Yahweh leads 
His chosen people to freedom and safety from Egyptian slav-
ery. Similarly, Christ Himself leads us out of the slavery of sin, 
death, and the devil, and into the freedom of being His children. 

The people of Israel and the wilderness: Jesus is also Israel re-
duced to one person. God has made Jesus the chosen Son, and 
in Him the rest of God’s people are finally chosen. Like He led 
the Israelites into and then out of the wilderness during the exo-
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dus wanderings, He also led Jesus into the wilderness to face the 
temptation of the devil (which Jesus faced perfectly, unlike the 
Israelites, who grumbled, complained, and sinned against God 
during the wilderness wanderings) and then called Him back out 
of the wilderness.

These are just a few examples of both typology and analogical 
prophecy in the Old Testament. See Luke 9 for an example from 
the New Testament.

2.  Recall the discussion about Elimelech and his relationship to the 
patriarchs. How was Elimelech’s situation different than that of 
the patriarchs? How did Elimelech’s actions demonstrate a lack 
of faith? What are some situations or life experiences that might 
present us with the same dilemma as Elimelech in prompting a 
lack of trust in God our Father?

Elimelech was not given a command from God to sojourn in a 
distant land as were the patriarchs discussed in this chapter (e.g., 
Abraham, Isaac). Although the patriarchs did sojourn during 
famines, they were often commanded to do so by God. Addition-
ally, at the time of the patriarchs’ sojourns, Yahweh had not yet 
given them the Promised Land as He had by the time Elimelech 
left for Moab. Elimelech gave up God’s gift of the land, a gift 
that was understood as a foretaste and precursor of the gift of 
eternal life and salvation as one of God’s chosen people, and left 
it behind. In other words, he showed a certain amount of disdain 
for God’s gift and a definite mistrust in both Yahweh’s ability to 
provide and His gracious will to do so.

Some times when we might be tempted to leave behind or disre-
gard Yahweh’s gifts to us might be when doubts plague us, our 
faith weakens, and we are tempted to walk away from our faith, 
essentially saying to God, “Here is the gift of life, faith, and 
salvation that you gave me in my Baptism so graciously. I reject 
it. I no longer want it. Thanks, but no thanks.” Another time 
this might happen is when we are tempted to stay away from the 
Lord’s house when there are opportunities for regular worship. 
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Here again, we are saying to God, “Your gifts of Christ’s body 
and blood, of forgiveness, life, and salvation, are not as impor-
tant to me as sleeping in, sports, or work.” When we act this way, 
we often do not trust in God’s gifts to help us in our lives as much 
as we trust in work, sleeping, or some other pursuit or mindset. 
(Certain professions and jobs may offer no choice but to work on 
Sunday. In these cases, try to find a Saturday service or schedule 
a time to meet with your pastor about private Confession and 
Absolution and a Communion visit for those weeks when you are 
unable to attend).

Finally, a situation similar to Elimelech’s that may cause us 
doubt or mistrust might be the death of a loved one or the loss of a 
job, income, or house. These things can be very much like our own 
personal famines. We may be tempted to pursue other avenues 
of support or help that are not God-pleasing or just forget that 
God is waiting to provide, though it may not be obvious how and 
it may not happen as quickly as we wish. The fact that a loved 
one has died or that a job comes to an end does not mean that 
we are being punished in some specific way. It only means that 
we live in a fallen world. The situations do present us with chal-
lenges wherein we might make choices like Elimelech’s, but God 
is always with us in these times and is ready to provide, comfort, 
and forgive. 

These are just some examples of situations that may make us more 
like Elimelech. Readers may have other life examples of their 
own, or thoughts and ideas they want to share. Anything that 
drives us to trust in something other than God for our care and 
lives is very much like Elimelech’s trust in traveling to Moab over 
his trust in Yahweh to provide.

Regardless the situation, whatever causes to doubt is lamentable. 
We should repent of our faithless decisions, seek confession and 
absolution, and rejoice in the faithfulness of God to forgive us 
through Christ.
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